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This third volume of Complete Preludes represents the pinnacle of my personal
journey through the development of the prelude as a self-standing work: starting
with Chopin’s beloved 24 and creating a musical arch to Dutilleux’s richly resonant
3, through Shostakovich’s sarcastic 24 coupled with Szymanowski’s youthful Op.1;
ending with a most glorious grouping: Lili Boulanger, Fauré and Messiaen.

The trilogy of preludes finishes with the Parisian preludes written between 1910
and 1930: Boulanger’s D flat feels like the opening of a great majestic gate and
introduces the listener to a whole new sound world. Fauré’s Preludes start in the
same key as Boulanger left us and take us on a journey of discovering the nature:
from a serious bumblebee to a spring morning, to a bird song or a storm. Messiaen
follows in the footsteps of Boulanger and pushes every nuance to a completely
different limit: the universe Messiaen creates through his colours is truly
outstanding and something I have loved spending time discovering.

I have no words to express my gratitude to Mary and David Bowerman and the
whole team at Champs Hill Records for believing in my vision and supporting this
trilogy of preludes. Matthew Bennett and Dave Rowell were my pillars throughout
the recording process and a most amazing team to work with. Huge thanks to
Alexander Van Ingen whose advice and support throughout the years has been
invaluable.

Heartfelt thanks go to you, my listener, I very much hope you enjoy being part of
this wonderful journey!

FOREWORD



The idea of a Prelude as a free-standing piece of music is almost a contradiction in
terms. Fryderyk Chopin can be held largely responsible for this. His passion for Bach
was a crucial element of his own style; in 1839 he corrected an edition of the 48
Preludes and Fugues of the Well-Tempered Clavier; and his pupil Friederike Müller left
a remarkable account of an occasion when he sat down at the piano and played
through fourteen of them from memory, telling the amazed young woman: ‘Cela ne
s’oublie jamais’ (‘One never forgets that sort of thing’).

Bach’s Well-Tempered Clavier, though, placed preludes as curtain-raisers to the
fugues. Chopin, in his 24 Preludes, detached them from any introductory
associations. He often followed the Baroque concept of working out one essential
idea or pattern through an extended harmonic progression and, like Bach,
presented one piece in every key; but he allowed each to stand alone, sometimes
almost as a musical aphorism, sometimes as a concentrated, powerful, dreamlike
creation. Much later, in 1909, Debussy took up the idea and over the next few years
created two books of piano preludes, giving each piece a title (placed only after
the music) drawing on a plethora of references to literature, art and contemporary
culture. The door thus opened to a new generation of composers who adopted the
genre and made it their own.

Lili Boulanger’s sole Prelude for Piano is a tantalising glimpse of what might have
been, had this phenomenally gifted young composer, born in 1893, survived beyond
the age of 24. She died of ‘intestinal tuberculosis’ (possibly Crohn’s disease, which
was first defined in 1932), her short but astonishing career meeting a tragic end.

The Parisian daughter of a Russian princess and a Paris Conservatoire professor,
Ernest Boulanger – and the younger sister of Nadia Boulanger, later a revered
musical educator – Lili was two years old when Gabriel Fauré noted that she had
perfect pitch. She was only five when she began attending classes that her sister
was enrolled in at the Paris Conservatoire; later, in 1913, she became the first
woman ever to win the institution’s Prix de Rome. During World War I she and
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TRACK LISTING

LILI BOULANGER (1893-1918)
1 PRELUDE IN D FLAT MAJOR 02’27

GABRIEL FAURÉ (1845-1924)
PRELUDES, Op.103

2 i No.1 in D flat major 03’42
3  ii No.2 in C sharp minor 01’54
4  iii No.3 in G minor 04’15
5  iv No.4 in F major 01’55
6  v No.5 in D minor 02’19
7  vi No.6 in E flat minor 02’43
8  vii No.7 in A major 02’45
9  viii No.8 in C minor  01’07

10 ix No.9 in E minor 03’08

OLIVIER MESSIAEN (1908-1992)
PRELUDES FOR PIANO

11  i La colombe 02’24
12  ii Chant d’extase dans un paysage triste 07’37
13 iii Le nombre léger 01’51
14  iv Instants défunts  04’29
15  v Les sons impalpables du rêve  04’20
16 vi Cloches d’angoisses et larmes d’adieu 09’01
17  vii Plainte calme 03’05
18 viii Un reflet dans le vent 05’11

  Total playing time:  64’18



introduced Fauré to such personages as Franz Liszt and, crucially, Pauline Viardot,
the singer who in her youth had been a close friend and colleague of Chopin in
Paris.

Fauré – who was briefly engaged to Viardot’s third daughter, Marianne – took up
many of the genres that Chopin had developed in his piano music and carried
them with him to pastures new, making forms such as the Nocturne and the
Barcarolle his own across the course of his long compositional life.

It was not until 1909-10, though, that Fauré began to write a set of Preludes for
piano. The set of nine includes some of his most startling and original piano
writing – but it was, perhaps prosaically, a publishing contract that sparked them
into life. In 1905 Fauré signed a new contract with Henri Heugel that obliged him
to write 30 new works between 1906 and 1909. It was just as well, because with
his new post as director of the Paris Conservatoire absorbing much of his time and
energy, his output could otherwise have been much reduced. To make matters
worse, he had started to lose his hearing, experiencing an uncomfortable
distortion in pitch perception before ultimately turning stone deaf. He did not
appreciate comparisons with Beethoven – but like that composer, developed a
groundbreaking ‘late style’, perhaps partly as a result of the condition. The
Preludes carry many hallmarks of this style: a spare, clear means of expression
within an elusive and questing harmonic world.

No.1 presents a long-spun, incantatory line of melody over an off-beat
accompaniment, with a contrasting, darker middle section; the music eventually
finds repose in a short coda. The second piece is a rapid, flickering etude for the
right hand with terse interjections from the left, harmonically almost unrooted and
including side-swipes at the Debussian whole-tone writing Fauré mostly eschewed.
In the coda, rich harmonies rise and fall over a bass pedal point.

No.3 in G minor is a sombre, songlike piece, with a deep-set, tolling B flat
contrasting against a lamenting melody high in the treble. Next comes the breezy,

Nadia were active in organising efforts to support French soldiers. Beyond that,
though, she devoted most of her energy, when she was well enough, to writing as
much music as she possibly could before her illness finally conquered her in 1918.

Her Prelude in D flat is dated ‘Sunday 11 March 1911’. The opening unfurls
clusters of chords outwards from the centre of the piano; the harmonies, mostly
over deep pedal points, conspire to create an intense, poetic, otherworldly
atmosphere, building up towards a long string of descending octaves before the
music vanishes into the quietude from which it grew.

Perhaps the person most responsible for encouraging Lili Boulanger towards
composition was Gabriel Fauré, then director of the Paris Conservatoire. Nadia
Boulanger was among his students and became a vital force in carrying his legacy
on to successive generations. He was a frequent guest at the family home and
took a keen interest in the gifted sisters’ progress.

Fauré himself was in many ways a musical freethinker and an outsider in the
Parisian establishment. Born in Pamiers in south-west France in 1845 and
educated at the Niedermeyer School for church music, rather than attending the
Paris Conservatoire, he became at first a church organist and choirmaster, rising
to hold the post of choirmaster at the Madeleine, Paris’s chief high society
church. He joined the Conservatoire as professor of composition (1896) and
subsequently, in 1905, was appointed its director.

He had little patience for musical fashions and quietly avoided being
overwhelmed by Wagner’s influence. Instead, his deeply personal style was
informed by his studies of contrapuntal Renaissance music and medieval
plainchant, a passion for Schumann and the lessons in concision, poise and
perfectionism he assimilated from his own teachers – notably Camille Saint-Saëns,
who was his piano tutor at the Niedermeyer School.

Saint-Saëns became Fauré’s lifelong friend, mentor and champion; a famous
polymath, former child prodigy and extraordinarily well-connected individual, he



of Debussy is clear yet never compromises his personal, idiosyncratic harmonic
language.

Some of this springs from Messiaen’s synaesthesia, the experiencing of one sense
in another. When he heard music, he saw colours; and the Preludes are among the
works about which he made specific mention of those colours’ role in his
compositional process. They were vital to his system of ‘modes of limited
transposition’ – groups of sonorities that differed from the usual scales and
included colouristic references.

Along with synaesthesia, a driving force in Messiaen’s music was his passion for
birdsong, which over the years he transcribed closely and conscripted as a base
for some of his works. The first prelude, ‘La colombe’ (‘The Dove’) is an early case
in point: its undulating thematic pattern suggests the soft cooing of the bird.
Messiaen uses his second personal mode, coloured orange and violet, and
employs the piano’s inherent resonances, including a type of written-out
harmonics, giving the music a wonderfully three-dimensional quality.

No.2 is entitled ‘Chant d’extase dans un paysage triste’ (‘Song of ecstasy in a sad
landscape’). It contrasts, according to the composer, ‘Grey, mauve, Prussian blue
at the beginning and end; diamond and silver at the middle’; the central section
seems to involve bitonal effects, perhaps the diamond embellishments glinting
above the silver song. Messiaen’s expertise as an organist is palpable here in the
layering of different registers across the keyboard.

The third prelude is the shortest: ‘Le nombre léger’ (‘The light number’), using
“orange with violet veins” as in the first prelude, but opening out into new
territory. The inventive inner textures fluctuate and flutter, bird-like, around the
melodic line. Fourth, ‘Instants défunts’ (literally ‘dead moments’), is written in
‘smooth grey with reflections of mauve and green’. The atmosphere is hushed and
oppressive, sometimes using stark open intervals of fourths, fifths or octaves. The

clear-toned, lilting No.4. In contrast, the fifth piece, in D minor, is turbulent with
cross-rhythms and anguished, roving harmonies that change direction constantly
until a modally inflected coda calms everything down. No.6 in E flat minor is
contrapuntal and full of imitative writing: here one can detect the composer’s
lingering fondness for the choral writing of the Renaissance. In No.7, ostensibly in
A major, long lines in treble and bass operate in a plangent harmonic world,
against a background of constant off-beat semiquavers. No.8 is virtually a study in
repeated notes: its simultaneous lines respectively staccato and legato present the
pianist with quite a challenge in coordination.

Although Fauré rarely wore his heart on his sleeve, as person or composer, one
state of being that does seem to have affected his music was bereavement. In
1910 his father-in-law, the sculptor Emmanuel Fremiet, died at the age of eighty-
six. Fauré had always been close to him – despite his somewhat chequered
marriage to Fremiet’s daughter, Marie – and the loss was a blow. The last of the
nine preludes was written within a few weeks of Fremiet’s death and its chromatic,
polyphonic melancholy seems to carry the air of the associated emotion.

Fauré held his post at the Conservatoire until World War I was over; in 1920, aged
75, he was obliged to retire. One year earlier, a new student joined the institution
at the tender age of 11. His name was Olivier Messiaen. Originally from Avignon,
his father a teacher and translator of English, his mother a poet, the boy was
already well versed in musical literature – he described the score of Debussy’s
Pélléas et Mélisande hitting him ‘like a bomb’ on receiving it for his tenth birthday
– and was leaning towards the intense Catholic faith that imbued his art
throughout his life. Seeing the magnificent, rich colours of the stained glass
windows at Sainte-Chapelle also left a lasting impression on him.

At the Conservatoire, where he remained for 11 years, he studied the organ with
Marcel Dupré and composition with Paul Dukas. He was still only 20 when he
penned his eight Preludes (1928-9) – extraordinary music in which the influence



Romanian-born British pianist and creator of The Nutcracker and I, Alexandra
Dariescu dazzles audiences and critics worldwide with her effortless musicality and
captivating stage presence. Alexandra’s vision and innovative approach to
programming makes her stand out as a creative entrepreneur who likes to think
differently.

Dariescu’s performances have placed a special focus on works by female composers
in important milestones – including her debut with the BBC Symphony Orchestra
and James Gaffigan, performing Nadia Boulanger’s Fantaisie variée at London’s
Barbican and a return visit to the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra and
Jessica Cottis, performing Germaine Tailleferre’s Ballade for piano and orchestra.
Alexandra also returned to the Hallé Orchestra with Jonathon Heyward (Tchaikovsky
1) and Mecklenburgische Staatskapelle with Daniel Huppert (Rachmaninov 2).

After the highly acclaimed premiere of Dariescu’s own production The Nutcracker
and I – a ground-breaking multimedia performance for piano solo with dance and
digital animation – at Barbican’s Milton Court in December 2017, Alexandra took
the Nutcracker on a world tour, performing across Europe at Konzerthaus Wien,
Laeiszhalle Hamburg, Bozar Brussels, Philharmonie Luxembourg, Konserthuset
Göteborg, Kings Place London amongst others as well as touring China, Australia
and the Emirates. In addition, Alexandra released an audio book of the same name
on the Signum label, with the story written by Jessica Duchen and narrated by
celebrated children’s TV presenter Lindsey Russell. 

This recording completes Alexandra’s Trilogy of Preludes, complementing her
previously released CDs on Champs Hill Records of Chopin/Dutilleux and
Shostakovich/Szymanowski complete preludes. The year 2016 saw the release of
two concerto discs: Tchaikovsky’s piano concerto No.1 with the Royal Philharmonic
Orchestra and Darrell Ang (Signum Records) and Emily Howard’s Mesmerism (NMC
Records), a concerto written especially for Alexandra, which won the British
Composer of the Year at the BASCA awards. 

ALEXANDRA DARIESCU

opening bar of the main theme employs a palindromic rhythm, a favourite device
of Messiaen’s.

The fifth prelude’s title would not disgrace the heights of Symbolism: ‘Les sons
impalpables du rêve’ (‘The impalpable sounds of a dream’). Here a chordal ostinato
creates glimmering sonic garlands around the chief melodic idea – an incantatory
theme in close harmony, strongly characteristic of Messiaen’s style. The opening
material returns, rondo-like, to frame two intervening episodes. A dramatic
glissando sweeps away all else in the final bars.

Messiaen’s mother had died not long before he wrote his preludes. The sixth and
longest, ‘Cloches d’angoisses et larmes d’adieu’ (‘Bells of anguish and tears of
farewell’), hints at the tolling of a funeral bell in the bass, the upper harmonics
articulated across the keyboard in rich-coloured clusters. The piece rises to a peak
of despair, then breaks through into a wash of redemptive light – the key of B
major often symbolising spiritual fulfilment for the composer. The final farewell
emerges in three bleak notes that drift alone in the empty air.

No.7, ‘Plainte calme’ (‘Calm plaint or lament’), seems almost to grow out of the
preceding prelude. It is a relatively straightforward piece, calling to mind the
sparser language of Debussy. Again, though, the three-dimensional, polyphonic
sense is present; Messiaen instructs the pianist to mark the interior voice.

Finally the eighth prelude, ‘Un reflet dans le vent’ seems to channel two sides of
Debussy (perhaps ‘Reflets dans l’eau’ crossed with ‘Le vent dans le plaine’). This is
the most obviously virtuoso piece in the set. It is built around contrasting
episodes: a long, simple melody against soft swirling figurations is abruptly
superseded by the high drama of vivid staccato, syncopated rhythms and outbursts
across the length of the keyboard. Ultimately, Messiaen builds the piece up into a
triumphant finale.

g Jessica Duchen



Recently, Alexandra toured with the European Union Youth Orchestra under
the baton of Vasily Petrenko after celebrating a range of acclaimed debuts in
North America with the Orchestre Symphonique de Québec (Fabien Gabel),
Utah Symphony Orchestra (Kazuki Yamada), Kitchener-Waterloo Symphony
(Marzena Diakun) and her Chinese debut with the Sichuan Symphony
Orchestra (Darrell Ang) as well as two different sold-out performances at the
Wiener Staatsoper with Angela Gheorghiu and concertos at the Musikverein. 

Alexandra has been mentored by Sir András Schiff and Imogen Cooper. After
graduating from the Royal Northern College of Music with the Gold Medal,
where she studied with Nelson Goerner, Alexander Melnikov, Mark Ray and
Dina Parakhina, Alexandra pursued her Masters at the Guildhall School of
Music and Drama with Ronan O’Hora. A former artist of the Young Classical
Artists Trust (YCAT), Alexandra was a Laureate at the Verbier Festival Academy
and received the UK’s Women of the Future Award in the Arts and Culture
category. In 2017 Alexandra was appointed patron of Music in Lyddington,
Cultural Ambassador of Romania, and Honorary Associate Artist of the Royal
Northern College of Music. In spring 2018, Alexandra received the ‘Officer of
the Romanian Crown’ from the Royal Family and was selected as a Young
European Leader by Friends of Europe.
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ALSO AVAILABLE...

COMPLETE PRELUDES VOL.1 
CHOPIN AND DUTILLEUX
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“Dariescu is a deeply impressive exponent of both composers’ work, bringing to every
piece the lucidity and sensitivity it commands.”

Sunday Times

“Each is a perfect gem, which Dariescu opens up, layer by layer, like a Russian doll.”

Sinfini

“(Alexandra Dariescu) is particularly good at creating atmosphere through her sound
which is cushioned, refined and beautifully balanced.”

BBC Music Magazine

”Champs Hill’s piano sound and production values are very good, as are Malcolm
MacDonald’s booklet notes."

American Record Guide


